Large scale finite element analysis requires model order reduction for computationally expensive applications such as optimization, parametric studies and control design. Although model reduction for nonlinear problems is an active area of research, a major hurdle is modeling and approximating contact problems. This manuscript introduces a projection-based model reduction approach for static and dynamic contact problems. In this approach, non-negative matrix factorization is utilized to optimally compress and strongly enforce positivity of contact forces in training simulation snapshots. Moreover, a greedy algorithm coupled with an error indicator is developed to efficiently construct parametrically robust low-order models. The proposed approach is successfully demonstrated for the model reduction of several two-dimensional elliptic and hyperbolic obstacle and self contact problems.
Introduction
The nonlinear finite element (FE) analysis of large-scale systems often requires prohibitively large computational resources. These resources are typically prescribed by the fine discretization of the computational domain that leads to a large number of degrees of freedom (dofs) in the system, as well as, in the case of dynamic systems, the potential large number of time steps necessary to accurately describe the evolution of the system. Projection-based model order reduction (MOR) techniques alleviate the first issue by restricting the solution space to a smaller subspace, thereby reducing the number of dofs. While many approaches for the efficient model reduction of linear problems have been recently developed [1] [2] [3] [4] , there are only few approaches that can efficiently tackle the model reduction of nonlinear systems. Three main strategies have been developed for nonlinear systems. The first one is the class of approaches based on linearization [5, 6] . The second one, limited to polynomial nonlinearities, is based on pre-computations [7, 8] . The third one uses hyper-reduction, that is an inexpensive approximation of the nonlinear term based on a reduced computational domain [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Among the hyper-reduction techniques, the a priori Hyper-Reduction method [9] and the Energy Conserving Sampling and Weighting approach [10, 14] have been specifically designed in the context of the nonlinear FEA of structural systems.
However contact problems remain a major hurdle for the model reduction of nonlinear systems. Contact problems are characterized by constraints added to the highdimensional equations of dynamics and arise in structural mechanics and finance. Most if not all computational techniques tackling contact problems are characterized by two distinct steps. The first step is the detection of points or lines that may be in contact and the second step is the enforcement of contact through the satisfaction of physical laws such as non-penetration and friction conditions. These constraints are enforced in practice by one of three approaches: a penalty method, a Lagrange method or an augmented Lagrangian method [16, 17] .
For large-scale nonlinear dynamical systems, proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [18] is the method of choice to reduce the system of equations. It proceeds by collecting solutions snapshots and compressing them by singular value decomposition (SVD). It can be shown that the resulting reduced-order basis (ROB) is optimal in terms of projection error of the snapshots. However, reducing contact forces, or equivalently the Lagrange multipliers when the Lagrange method is used, requires a particular treatment as these forces have a positive sign. A reduced basis based on SVD would not enforce this positivity requirement a priori. In this work, a positive counterpart to the SVD called the non-negative matrix factorization (NNMF) is proposed for the first time to reduce positive quantities in the context of model reduction. The NNMF, first introduced in the context of image compression [19] , naturally constructs low-rank positive factors that approximate a given matrix with non-negative entries. It is shown here that this approach results in the construction of a reduced basis representing accurately the Lagrange multipliers, and leads to an accurate reduction of contact problems. In [20] the authors tackle the reduction of static obstacle problems. They consider a positive linear combination of pre-computing snapshots as an approximation for the Lagrange multipliers. For timedependent problems, however, this approach becomes impractical as it may lead to very large bases. In the present paper, NNMF provides a natural procedure for compressing the potentially large number of snapshots gathered in the training phase, allowing the reduction of dynamic problems as well.
Another issue arising in the context of model reduction is the capability of the ROM to be robust with respect to changes in operating conditions. Contact problems are inherently parameter varying as the contact area very often varies with time and/or the operating condition. Being able to accurately and efficiently predict the correct contact area with the ROM is therefore crucial. A popular approach to construct reduced-order models that are robust in a given parameter domain is by a greedy approach coupled with a posteriori error estimators that can detect the location of the parameter space where the error associated with the ROM is the largest [21] [22] [23] . The underlying highdimensional model (HDM) is subsequently computed at that parameter and the ROM updated, thereby reducing drastically the error for that condition. In the present work, an efficient greedy approach is developed in order to construct primal and dual reduced 2 bases that are parametrically robust. This paper is organized as follows. Notations are presented in Section 2. The highdimensional equations for contact are derived in Section 3. The model reduction procedure is developed in Section 4 and is applied in Section 5 to the reduction of three structural systems. Finally, conclusions are offered in Section 6.
Notation
Throughtout this paper, matrices are denoted by bold capitals (ex. A), vectors by bold lower case (ex. a), and subscripts identify rows and columns (ex. A i,j is the i-th row, j-th column of matrix A).
I N identifies the identity matrix of size N and 0 identifies a matrix of zeros. 1 N identifies vector of dimension N whose elements are all ones.
For two matrices A and B of equal dimension M × N , the Hadamard product A B is the matrix of the same dimension whose elements are given by
The discretized primal and dual variables at time step n ∈ N are identified by u n ∈ R N and λ n ∈ R N respectively. The standard Euclidean norm of a vector x ∈ R N and the Frobenius norm of a matrix A ∈ R M ×N are denoted by x 2 and A F , respectively, and defined as follows
Finally, the negative part of a real number x is defined as [x] − := min(x, 0) and the negative part of a vector
The contact problem
In this work, the static and dynamic responses of elastic bodies in contact is considered. Specifically, only frictionless, adhesive-free normal contact is considered. A representative geometry of this problem is illustrated in Fig. 1 . For the sake of brevity, only two-dimensional problems are considered; extension to three-dimensional problems is straightforward. Moreover, only small displacements are considered and therefore, contact is the only source of nonlinearity in the system.
Contact is enforced using the Lagrange multiplier method although the proposed approach is extendible in principle to other approaches such as the augmented Lagrange multiplier method. All elastic bodies and rigid obstacles are discretized using uniform matching meshes. Furthermore, all model problems considered in this work are geometrically linear and thus, contact is formulated directly using the Hertz-Signorini-Moreau conditions for each nodal pair. These conditions coincide with the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) complementary conditions in the theory of optimization [17] . Extension to contact involving node-to-segment contact will be covered in future work. Consider the following semi-discrete Finite Element (FE) dynamics model
subject to initial conditions u(0) = u 0 ,u(0) =u 0 and Ξ(0) = Ξ 0 where M is a constant FE symmetric positive definite mass matrix of dimension N , t denotes time, the solution u(t) ∈ R N is a time-dependent displacement, a dot denotes a time derivative,
Nint is a time-dependent vector of N int internal variables associated with some nonlinear constitutive relation, the function f int (u, Ξ) ∈ R N corresponds to the internal forces, and the time-dependent term f ext (t) ∈ R N represents the external forces. The integer N denotes the number of dof of the model. Model (3) represents a large family of non-linear FE structural dynamics models with geometric and material nonlinearities. In this manuscript however, only linear elastic bodies are considered; i.e. the internal force vector is represented as a product of the stiffness matrix K and the displacement.
Without loss of generality, an implicit time discretization is assumed. At each time step n, the Lagrangian for this problem is
where (4) is a block diagonal matrix containing the appropriately scaled mass and stiffness matrices of the elastic bodies,vector b contains the external forces and solution vectors from previous time steps, and h n is the gap. The Lagrange multipliers are non-negative, λ ≥ 0
The non-penetration conditions is developed here for two elastic bodies; extension to arbitrary numbers is straightforward. Let u n 1:N/2 and u N/2+1:N correspond to the displacement of the two elastic bodies respectively. Assuming that all nodes are in the potential area of contact and are aligned 2 by 2, the non-penetration condition is expressed as
where c ∈ R N/2 denotes the initial clearance. 4
Model reduction

Galerkin projection
The standard Galerkin projection-based model reduction approach is applied to the contact problem developed in the previous section. In this approach, the solution is approximated in a reduced subspace using a pre-computed reduced-order basis (ROB) U ∈ R N ×p , and
where the solution is function of m parameters µ ∈ D ⊂ R m Inserting this approximating into Eq. (4) gives
where
, and c r := U T λ c. Lagrange multipliers must remain non-negative after reduction; i.e. U λ λ n r ≥ 0, to ensure nonpenetration. In this work, this requirement is satisfied a-priori using non-negative ROBs; i.e. U λ ≥ 0. As outlined in Section 4.3, optimal non-negative ROBs are constructed from solution snapshots using non-negative matrix factorization.
Construction of an optimal primal reduced basis
In this work, ROBs are derived globally from solution snapshots. A snapshot is defined here as a vector of primal and dual variables computed as the solution of the Eq. (4) for some instance of time t j and parameters µ s , s = 1, . . . , N s . These snapshots are then respectively gathered in primal and dual snapshot matrices X s and X s λ , respectively defined as X [18] via SVD, which corresponds to solving the optimization problem
where X := [X 1 , . . . , X Ns ] is the global primal snapshot matrix. This decomposition leads to the low rank approximation of the primal global snapshot matrix
The ROB U is constituted of the first p left singular vectors of the snapshot matrix X and V = ΣW T where Σ is the diagonal matrix of the first p singular values of X and W the matrix of the first p right singular vectors of X.
Construction of an optimal dual reduced basis
As underlined in Section 4.1, it is essential to preserve the positivity of the contact constraints after reduction. For that purpose, a positive dual reduced basis is introduced in this paper. More specifically, positive dual ROBs U λ are constructed via NNMF [19] , corresponding to solving
Ns λ ] is the global dual snapshot matrix. The NNMF leads to the low rank approximation of the dual global snapshot matrix by two positive factors
Unlike (8), Problem (10) does not have a closed form solution. As a result, (10) is usually solved by iterative methods that will converge to a local minimum. Among those methods are the original multiplicative updating rule [19] , the alternating non-negativity least-squares method [24] as well as block coordinate descent algorithms [25] .
Construction of parametrically robust ROBs
Primal and dual bases are constructed by compressing solution snapshots computed for some instance of the parameters µ ∈ D. The choice of these parameters is crucial to generate a ROM that is parametrically robust, that is accurate in the entire parameter space D. An a priori sampling of the parameter space D may miss certain regions where the ROM will remain inaccurate. To address this issue, the choice of samples in D should be problem dependent.
Choosing the best locations for the samples in the parameter space is however a combinatorial problem and solving it is often intractable. Less expensive greedy strategies have been developed to choose the samples [21] [22] [23] . These strategies proceed iteratively by finding the location of the parameter space where the error associated with the current ROM is the largest, then sampling the HDM at that location and finally updating the ROM using the HDM solution. Finding the location of maximum error can be done by a direct search among candidate parameters [21] , solving the optimization problem by a gradient-based optimization technique [22] or a global optimization approach using a surrogate model [23] .
The standard greedy procedure chooses the value of the parameter µ that maximizes the norm of the error e(µ) between the HDM solution u n (µ) and the associated ROM solution U u n r (µ) defined as
In practice however, the HDM solution {u n (µ)} Nt n=0 is unknown. Therefore, the error is usually replaced with a cheaper error indicator. This error indicator is problemdependent as it should best characterize the error for the problem at hand. In the 6 present work, the error indicator is chosen to be based on the KKT conditions (13) . The KKT conditions are
These conditions are the non-penetration, complementary slackness and contact force positivity. As a result, given a ROM solution {u
and
Hence, I(µ) characterizes the non-satisfaction of the KKT conditions, which in turns, is an indicator for the error associated with the ROM solution U u r (µ). System matrices A, c, and b in Equations (15)- (17) are parameter dependent. The coefficient α 1 , α 2 and α 3 are weights stemming from the fact that the three terms in the error indicator account for three distinct quantities. The training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm for dynamic contact problems
Input: Initial parameter µ 1 , set of N c candidate parameters C = µ (i) , . . . , µ (Nc) ⊂ D, maximal number of primal and dual basis vectors p and k and number of greedy iterations N greedy Output: Global primal and dual reduced bases U and U λ 1: for N iter = 1, 2, . . . , N greedy do 2:
Compute the HDM solutions {u n (µ Niter )} Nt n=0 and {λ n (µ Niter )} Nt n=0 and store them in local snapshots matrices X Niter and X Niter λ
3:
Construct the global primal and dual snapshot matrices X and X λ
Construct a primal ROB U of dimension ≤ p via SVD of X
5:
Construct dual ROB U λ of dimension ≤ k via NNMF of X λ 6:
Compute the the ROM solutions {u n r µ (j) } Nt n=0 using U and U λ
8:
Compute the a posteriori error indicator I µ (j)
9:
end for
10:
Find µ Niter+1 = argmax µ∈C I(µ) 11: end for
Snapshot selection
The SVD and NNMF calculations in Algorithm 1 become computationally expensive when the global snapshot matrices X and X λ have a large number of columns. At the N iter -th greedy iteration both matrices have N iter × (N t + 1) columns. The dimensions of these matrices can be reduced by considering the following remarks.
1. It is not necessary to store the snapshots for the dual variables λ at time steps for which there is no contact as these dual variables are zero. Hence, the dimension of the dual global snapshot matrix X λ can be reduced to that of the number of time steps at which there is contact without modifying the accuracy of the resulting ROM. 2. The dimension of the global snapshot matrices can be further reduced by downsampling the HDM in time. This is necessary in cases for which there is a very large number of time steps N t such as when the contact problem is solved by explicit time-stepping for accuracy purposes. The down-sampling of snapshots may however affect the accuracy of the resulting ROM as fewer information is available in the training of the ROM.
In the third application of this paper, the effect of down-sampling the snapshots on the ROM accuracy is investigated. Future work will focus on automatically and optimally selecting and storing primal and dual snapshot when the HDM is computed, thereby optimally reducing the number of stored snapshots.
Applications
The model reduction approach proposed in this work is applied to three two-dimensional model problems. The first application is a static obstacle problem while the other two applications are dynamic problems. For the static obstacle problem, the Lagrange multipliers are approximated using a positive linear combination of snapshots of the converged solution. Compression of snapshots is not required for this static problem because the number of snapshots gathered during the training simulation is small. The static problem thus demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed greedy algorithm. The proposed construction method for ROB of the Lagrange multiplier is demonstrated using the dynamical version of this problem. The third example is a self-contact problem between two parallel Kirchoff plates. This problem demonstrates the applicability of the proposed model reduction approach to more generic multi-body contact problems.
Static obstacle problem
The problem considered is the equilibrium position of a two-dimensional elastic membrane described by the inequality-constrained Poisson equation The parameter domain is discretized on a 10 × 10 uniform tensor grid creating a set of N c = 100 candidate parameters. Because the parameter space is only two dimensional, a uniform sampling of candidate parameters is tractable here. For higher dimensional parameter spaces, an adaptive placement of the candidate parameters such as in [23] is however recommended. For this problem, ROBs are constructed from the snapshots alone. At each greedy iteration, the primal and dual ROB matrices are augmented with the new primal and dual HDM solution snapshots. Thus, the size of the primal and dual ROB is equal to the greedy iteration step; i.e. p, k = N iter . Figure 2 illustrates the convergence of the greedy algorithm for the steady obstacle problem. The errors are computed on the set of N c = 100 candidate parameter points that uniformly discretize the 10 × 10 parameter domain. The thick gray curves correspond to greedy iterations using the real ROM error (which is impractical in general but reported here as best case scenario) while the red and black curves correspond to greedy iterations using the error indicator. Three scalings of the error indicators are illustrated. The optimal scaling of the KKT-based error indicators is likely problem dependent and that analysis is left for future work. Finally, the ROMs based on the greedy procedure are compared to ROMs built by random sampling of the parameter space. For that purpose, 20 points of the parameter space are sampled by latin hypercube sampling (LHS) and primal and dual ROBs of dimension p = k = 20 constructed. Because of randomness involved in placing the LHS points, the experience is repeated 50 times and the standard deviation reported as blue error bars in Figure 2 . It can be observed that ROMs constructed using the greedy algorithm significantly outperform ROMs constructed using random sampling. For example, a p, k ≈ 10 ROM constructed using the greedy algorithm with any of the three scaling choices considered has the same error as the p, k = 20 ROM constructed using random sampling. Furthermore, it can be observed that the error of a p, k = 20 ROM constructed using the greedy algorithm with scaling α = {1, 0, 0} is approximately an order of magnitude lower than a ROM of equivalent size generated by random sampling. For this specific problem the choice of scaling α = {1, 0, 0} provides the best training Figure 3 displays the performance of the constructed ROMs after 20 iterations of the greedy algorithm. Specifically, the solution for two points in the parameter space are reported; µ = (0.6, 0.6) in subfigure 3(a) and µ = (0.33, 0.377) in subfigure 3(b). The second parameter, µ = (0.33, 0.377), is the parameter for which the derived ROMs have the largest error in the parameter space. In both subfigures, one-dimensional slices of the two-dimensional solution are visualized, and the gray lines correspond to the obstacle while the solid black and dashed red lines correspond to the HDM and ROM solutions 9 respectively. In all cases, the ROM and HDM solution is almost indistinguishable, thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed greedy algorithm. Finally, the entire HDM and ROM solutions for µ = (0.33, 0.377) are compared in Figure 4 , confirming the very good accuracy associated with the ROM.
Dynamic obstacle problem
The problem considered is the dynamical version of the two-dimensional elastic membrane studied in the previous section. It is described by the inequality-constrained wave equation
in the unit square (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]×[0, 1] for t ∈ [0, 2] subject to initial conditions u(x, y; 0) = 0, ∂u ∂t (x, y; 0) = 0, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, and a parameterized stationary obstacle:
where σ x1 = σ y 1 = 0.1, and σ x2 = σ y 2 = 0. At each greedy iteration, the global primal and dual snapshot matrices are constructed using the converged primal and dual HDM solutions gathered at every time step. Thus, at the N iter -th greedy iteration, the global and dual snapshot matrices are of dimension 400N iter . The size of the primal and dual ROB are chosen such that they grow linearly with the greedy procedure, i.e. p, k = 2 + (N iter − 1) 98 9 . Figure 5 illustrates the convergence of the greedy algorithm for the dynamic obstacle problem. The thick gray curves correspond to greedy iterations using the real ROM error while the red, blue and black curves correspond to greedy iterations using the error indicator for various choices of α. All four greedy approaches lead to a decrease of two order of magnitude in the maximum error after only ten iterations.
Figures 6 and 7 display the solution of ROMs after 10 iterations of the greedy algorithm. Specifically, the solution for two points in the parameter space are reported; µ = (0.6, 0.6) in Fig. 6 and µ = (0.3, 0.288) in Figure 7 . The second parameter, µ = (0.3, 0.288), is the parameter for which the derived ROMs have the largest error in the parameter space. In both figures the gray lines correspond to the obstacle while the black lines correspond to the HDM solutions. The dashed red lines and dotted blue lines correspond to ROMs with dual variables approximated via NNMF and SVD, respectively. Since SVD does not satisfy the non-negativity constraint of the Lagrange multipliers, the performance of these ROMs is extremely poor. On the other hand, ROMs whose dual variables are approximated via NNMF are demonstrated to reproduce remarkably well the HDM solution, highlighting the very good performance of the proposed model reduction approach for contact problems. Finally, Figure 8 
Dynamic self contact problem
The problem considered is the dynamical response of two isotropic and homogeneous Kirchoff-Love plates under pure bending with the lower plate subjected to an impulsive loading. Each plate is described by the plate equation
where u(x, y, t) is the transverse displacement of the plate, ρ is the density, D is the flexural stiffness:
The thickness of the plate is h, and the Modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio are identified by E, and ν, respectively. Both plates are square with length, L = 1 m, thickness, h = 1 mm, with initial conditions u(x, y; 0) = 0 and ∂u ∂t (x, y; 0) = 0, and homogeneous Dirichlet and homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. The plates are perpendicular and separated by a distance of 4 cm. Each plate is discretized using a 100 × 100 uniform tensor grid and a time step of ∆t = 2 × 10 −4 s. For the sake of brevity, no parameter variations are considered in this problem. This example is used to demonstrate the applicability of the Lagrange multiplier snapshot compression approach to contact problems involving multiple elastic bodies. Figure 9 illustrates the solution of the dynamic self-contact problem at location (x, y) = (0.5, 0. respectively. The size of the primal and dual ROB is p, k = 40 and these are derived respectively using the SVD and NNMF of the global snapshot matrices. Figure 10 is a snapshot of the HDM and ROM solutions at t = 0.4s. The HDM solution is reproduced remarkably well thereby demonstrating the proposed ROB construction approach for contact problems involving multiple elastic bodies.
Finally, the effects of downsampling primal snapshots on ROM performance is reported in Figure 11 . Downsampling is performed uniformly and the number of snapshots ranges from p, the ROM size, to 2000, the total number of snapshots collected during the HDM simulation. The relative ROM error remains insensitive to primal snapshot downsampling down to approximately 100 snapshots. The average error of the p = 20 ROM (gray lines) increases sharply for more aggressive downsampling reaching a maximum error of 52.8% when only 25 snapshots are used.
Computational Speed-up
All problems considered in this manuscript were solved in MATLAB using the quadratic program solver quadprog. To take advantage of the sparseness of the HDM state and constraint matrices, the interior-point-convex algorithm was utilized to solve the HDM equations. The ROM equations involving small and dense matrices were solved using the active-set algorithm. Among all the algorithms available in quadprog, numerical experiments reveal that these algorithms offer optimal performance for these problems. Computational time was measured using the tic-toc function on a single computational thread via the -singleCompThread start-up option. Table 1 summarizes the computational speed-ups achieved by the various ROMs reported in this manuscript. It shows that very large speed-ups are obtained using the proposed model reduction technique.
Conclusions
This manuscript presents several tools for constructing parametrically robust reducedorder models for contact problems. Non-negative matrix factorization is introduced to 15 
